Introduction
The sea state bias (SSB) remains the altimeter range correction that is least understood theoretically. Qualitatively, it is known that altimetric estimates of sea level are biased low because of a greater backscattered power per unit surface area from wave troughs than from wave crests. Although there have been significant advancements in the theoretical understanding of this bias [e.g., Jackson, 1979; Barrick and Lipa, 1985; $rokosz, 1986 , 1987 Lagerloef, 1987; Rodriguez, 1988 
On the basis of additional aircraft data and preliminary analyses of TOPEX IGDR data, the Hevizi et al. [1993] coefficients ao, al, and a2 were adjusted a small amount to obtain the values listed in Table I that were used in the production of the NASA geophysical data records (GDRs). There is some lingering uncertainty about the rele- 
Data Processing
The data used in this study were obtained from cycles 9-30 of the TOPEX GDRs. Cycles 1-8 were not As noted in section 2, the mean value must be removed from hmeas separately at each grid location k-1,...,/4 because of uncertainties in the marine geoid. In order to estimate the sea state bias empirically from altimeter data, the mean value must also be removed from the right side of (la). Consider a wind speed bin of width Au centered on ui. The mean value of the measured sea level, for example, within this wind speed bin at location k can be expressed as 
+a• [u(t•j)H•/3(t•j)]t + a2 [u2(t•j)H1/3(t•j)] • , (12)
where the primed square brackets are the residuals of the products inside of the brackets, for example, 
[u(t•)H•/a(t•j)] • -u(t•j)H•/3(t•j)-(uH

-aoH/a(t) + a• [u(t)H•/3(t)] t +52 [u2(t)H•/3(t)]t + e(t) . (14)
Here the estimates of the true parameters a0, a l, and a2 have been denoted with circumfiexes. As in (8) the decorrelation length scale of the residuals e(t) as described, for example, by Chelton [1983] . Such an approach could be applied to account for the "redundancy" of the data along the satellite ground track. Adjusting the effective degrees of freedom to account for correlations between e(t) from neighboring ground tracks that arise from the large zonal scales of the true sea level and residual measurement errors in e(t) is more problematic, as this requires knowledge of the spatial and temporal decorrelation scales (equivalent to specifying the full three-dimensional wavenumber-frequency spectrum of the residuals). A more practical and conservative approach was used here to estimate the uncertainties of the regression parameters. Each of the 21 cycles of data analyzed in this study was considered to be an independent realization and the regression (14) was performed separately for each cycle. The error bars listed in Table I 
The estimates of the parameters of this model obtained here from regression analysis of the residual collinear TOPEX data using the method described in section 3.2 are listed in Table 2 In consideration of the geographical variability of the mean differences in Figure 4a and the fact that the stan- Table 3 Table 3 ). A four-parameter model for b that incorporates the combined effects of wind speed and wave height was considered in section 5. The estimates of the four parameters obtained here by collinear regression analysis are very nearly the same as those estimated independently by Gaspar et al. [this issue] by regression analysis of crossover differences. The four-parameter model was shown to be significantly better than the threeparameter model (which is the formulation used to produce the geophysical data records). Over much of the world ocean, the standard deviation of the differences between the bias corrections AhssB obtained using the two models is small. In regions of high wind speed and wave height, however, the differences exceed I cm. The The ability to unravel the wind speed and wave height dependencies of the sea state bias from empirical regression analyses is severely limited by the high cross correlations between the various wind speed and wave height variables (see Table 3 ). An improved understanding of the physical basis for the sea state bias may provide some insight into the reasons for the large uncertainty of the sea state bias, as well as the paradox of the seemingly inconsistent dependence on wind speed and wave height.
